
PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITY: PART-TIME MODULE INSTRUCTORS

Academy High, an independent, college-preparatory high school in Champaign-Urbana, strives to be an
exemplar of the best teaching and learning environment for 21st century schools. Our faculty inspire
students to be active learners and visionary leaders by promoting passion, interest, intellectual curiosity, and
independence. Engaging and challenging students to think, do, and create is the hallmark of teaching in our
school.

In addition to a traditional “Academic Core” consisting of mathematics, science, social science, English,
writing and a second language, Academy High offers modules. Academy High’s modules are an expansive
and dynamic set of courses covering topics outside of the core curriculum and ranging in duration from an
academic quarter to a full academic year. These shorter classes typically meet once or twice a week and
allow students to engage in new topics. In the 2021-2022 academic year, module offerings included Digital
Graphic Design, Drones, Humanities Studio, Makerspace, Photography, Studio Art, Theatre Games and
Improv, and others.

Academy High is seeking instructors to teach modules in any and all areas, including (but not limited to):

Fine & Performing Arts Artificial Intelligence Music Production

Sports Management Investing Stop-Motion Animation

Entrepreneurship Video Game Design Virtual Reality

Film Algorithms Fashion Design

Indoor Gardening Futurism Psychology

Cryptography Game Theory Food Science

Robotics Computer Science Engineering

We are looking for teachers who:
● actively balance a “love” for their subject area with “love” for teaching students
● appreciate the importance of enthusiasm in the classroom
● are comfortable trying innovative methods to create a more dynamic learning environment
● are willing to collaborate with other teachers when appropriate
● have prior experiences (not necessarily teaching experience) which enhance their credibility

Individuals who are interested in teaching a module at Academy High should send an introductory email
which includes a brief description of instructor qualifications and their proposed module to Jordan
Conerty, Interim Head of School (jconerty@academyhigh.org).
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